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ARE

Learn about our
approach and how we

can be part of your
solution

NEED A
CONSULT?

A list of ways we can
helptransform your

organization into a 21st
century company 

GETTING
THERE

Immersive experiences
designed to help you

reach your destination:
belonging.
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Define your
organization's
aspiration for

advancing equity
and inclusion.

Step 1

2

Understand your
organization's

current state of
diversity, equity,
and inclusion.

Step 2

3

Strategically
prioritize

interventions.

Step 3

4

Reinforce what
works - reimagine

what doesn't

Step 4

5

Track progress to
increase

accountability. 

Step 5 

We can help you embrace disruption.

Let Us Be Part of Your Solution
 

Aarons Group offers the comprehensive capabilities and deep bench
strength needed to help you solve the most complex issues of your
organization related to diversity, inclusion, equity, and belonging. 

We work with clients to co-create environments that are open,
collaborative, and safe leading to approaches and strategies that are

profitable, sustainable and help people thrive. 

Our Mission

For organizations who are looking to advance their commitment to
diversity, equity and inclusion, Aarons Group is the catalyst for disruption

and innovation that makes your workplace more inclusive. 

Aarons Group uses the McKinsey model to build, implement and audit
our client's diversity, equity, and inclusion practices. 

Our Approach
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ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Talent Partner

Looking to attract talent from a specific
diversity dimension? Whether it's building a
relationship with the Black  community or
starting partnerships with women engineers,
Aarons Group can help you identify your
target market and broker relationships that
are mutually beneficial.

ERG Activation

Unsure of whether you need a multicultural
employee resource group, diversity council,
or business resource group? Are your ERGs
looking for new ways to grow? Aarons Group
can help you conduct a needs assessment
and match strategies to the stage you are
in and where you're trying to go.

Executive Coaching

You have leaders that want to do the right
thing but aren't sure where to start. You have
identified executives to become DEI
champions and want to build their cultural
competence and fluency. Whatever your
situation, Aarons Group can pair you with a
coach to guide your team on the next steps. 

Identity Campaign

When disruption occurs, getting to the other
side of who you are now takes some work.
Aarons Group can help you protect the
timeless and tradition-bound parts of your
identity and connect them with an updated
brand that reflects this moment and sets the
stage for who you aspire to become.

DEI Strategic Plan

Whether you have a plan or need one, Aarons
Group can help you build or refresh a
diversity, equity and inclusion plan to meet
your needs, and integrate fully with culture
change initiatives under way. Together, we 
 can foster belonging among your employees,
clients, partners and public. 

NextGen Coaching

You have identified your next generation of
leaders and want to ensure they're prepared
to lead a 21st century company. Aarons
Group can help coach and develop your high
potential people to take on new  assignments
as skilled managers and thought leaders. 

At our core, Aarons Group is powered by the experience and network of our founder from
15+ years of employment at Corporate America in Fortune 150 companies, and 10+ years

of non-profit, not-for-profit and governmental board service. 
 

What we've learned: people are at the heart of everything we do. Creating environments
that are open, collaborative, and safe leads to approaches and strategies that are

profitable and help people thrive.
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DEFINING DEI

The words “diversity” and “inclusion” are often talked about, but many don’t know what
that means for them. This workshop introduces DEI terminology - from microaggressions
to antiracism - and invites attendees to explore their diversity dimensions and the lens
they bring to their work.

INTRODUCING THE ALLYSHIP SPECTRUM

Diversity and inclusion is more than a passing movement. In this workshop, attendees will
discover the allyship spectrum from bystander to accomplice and take steps to become
a champion.

THE GEORGE FLOYD MOMENT: THE MOVEMENT CONTINUES

The events of the spring of 2020 forced the world to reckon anew with longstanding
issues surrounding race and social justice. A year later, many are wondering: where we
are now and what should be expected moving forward? Attendees will examine their
personal and institutional commitments and take steps to advance them further. 

AMPLIFYING DIVERSE VOICES 

Data captures well the perspective of an organization’s majority demographics, yet so
much can be learned from underrepresented populations to create a more inclusive
workplace for all. In this session, attendees will learn three steps for lifting up and
leveraging unheard voices in everyday workplace interactions. 

NEIGHBOR THEOLOGY IN THE WORKPLACE

"Love thy neighbor" is a common expression that has made its way into every aspect of
our society. Using theologian Gustavo Gutierrez's neighbor theology, attendees will
embrace principles of leading and connecting across difference in the workplace.  

NAVIGATING UNWRITTEN RULES OF THE WORKPLACE

Research shows that over 50% of college students are the first in their families to
graduate with a bachelor’s degree or higher, meaning many are the first to work in a
professional environment and Corporate America. This workshop will help attendees
identify the keys to thriving in the workplace.

 INCLUSION JOURNEY WORKSHOP SERVICES
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Omari has worked with Fortune 150
companies his entire career as a disruptive
leader and transformation coach. Often,
Omari has built infrastructures to support
culture change efforts and originated roles. 

Omari ’s work connects consumer demand
with r ising employee expectations for
workplaces to be representative of the
populations they serve and are embedded
with the innovative mindsets needed to
lead most effectively. 

A strong champion of inclusion and thought
leader on belonging, Omari has served as
an employee resource group chair and
executive sponsor, authored business
diversity strategic plans to attract, recruit
and retain racial ly diverse talent, and
helped organizations rebrand as best-in-
class 21st-century workplaces. 

About Our Founder
OMARI JAHI AARONS

A W A R D S
BUSINESS EQUALITY MAGAZINE

2021 40 LGBTQ Leader Under 40 - North America 

GREATER BOSTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

2020 Ten Outstanding Young Leaders

INSURANCE BUSINESS AMERICA 

2020 Rising Star Award
2020 Inaugural Leader of Change

ALLIANCE FOR BUSINESS LEADERSHIP 

2020 Name You Should Know Award
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@aaronsgroupllc

@aaronsgroupllc

/aaronsgroupllc

/company/aaronsgroupllc

www.aaronsgroup.org
omari@aaronsgroup.org

http://twitter.com/aaronsgroupllc
http://instagram.com/aaronsgroupllc
http://facebook.com/aaronsgroupllc
http://linkedin.com/company/aaronsgroupllc

